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Unit Overview 
The following modules, content and sequence of topics are based on essential learning’s in 
the Primary Syllabuses.  The emphasis in teaching should be based on student needs to 
teach science in a Primary school and concept development and understanding for teaching.  
All topics should be relevant to the real world and draw on examples in PNG surroundings 
and everyday life.   

Hours for the modules have been suggested in the table below for both the semester and 
trimester programs, that is, for a 42 or a 36 hour unit in Physical Science.  Physical 
Concepts and Machines should be taught before Energy and Waves. 

The shaded Module represents the one studied in these materials. 

 

Unit Code Module 

P1 Matter and materials 

P2 Energy 

P3 Useful substances and reactions 

P4 Physical Concepts and Machines 

Physical Science 

P5 Waves 

 

Symbols used in these materials. 

The symbols shown in the table indicate the type of activity to be completed while studying 
this module. 

 

& Read or research 

@  Write or summarise 

F Activity or discussion 

M Safety note 
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Module Outline 
Why study this module? 
Words such as ‘power’, ‘energy’ and ‘strength’ have a confused meaning in everyday speech. 
Is a strong cup of coffee the same as the strong Trukai Rice man? Is a strong piece of 
cardboard the same as a strong rubber band? This module gives scientific precision to such 
terms.  The way that complex concepts can be built up is reflected in their units. Complex units 
are built on the fundamental concepts of mass, length and time. The module begins with 
fundamental concepts and the way that complex concepts can be built from them is traced.  
Anyone who has taken the cover off a machine, be it VCR or water pump, will have seen gears, 
drive belts, cams and other moving parts. Complex machines are arrangements of simple 
machine units such as levers and pulleys. The second topic discusses simple machines but 
relates them to the useful machines of everyday life. 

Finally, the appendix gives a simple but coherent approach to using metric prefixes. Students 
who master the approach will be able to perform metric conversions mentally and have an 
appreciation of ‘orders of magnitude’. 

It is expected that this module will develop preservice teachers who… 
• Are able to use terms for scientific concepts accurately 
• Are able to identify physical concepts in real life contexts 
• Can confidently explain to children these concepts 
• Can identify examples of concepts to illustrate lessons from children’s daily experience 

Objectives 

Knowledge and Processes 

After studying this module students should be able to: 
• identify physical science concepts from verbal or visual descriptions 
• identify the number of dimensions something has 
• name the purposes of various simple machines 
• explain the principles underlying common tools 
• recall the prefixes, abbreviations and sizes of metric units from pico- to Tera- 

Skills 

After studying this module students should be able to: 
• convert units with prefixes to decimals or positive powers of ten 
• convert units from within the range of pico- to Tera- using prefixes 
• work out whether, after using simple machines, the force is greater or smaller and whether the 

amount and direction of movement is changed (in a qualitative way) 
• estimate sizes for physical science concepts using benchmark examples 

Values / Attitudes 

Students should: 
• Appreciate how complex concepts can be derived from simple concepts and measurement units  
• Value precision in terminology and measurement 
• Appreciate technological achievements 
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• Value experimental investigation and discovery 

Pretest 
1. If you were comparing a small book with a big book what measurable quantity would you be 

looking at? 

2. If a book were too big to fit on a shelf, what measurable quantity would you be considering? 

3. When jumping on a springboard or rubber trampoline, what concept is it that pushes you into the 
air? 

4. What concept determines whether an object floats or sinks when you put it into water? 

5. Two children are in a race. One gets off to a better start than the other. What measurable concept 
are we looking at? 

6. A plane coming in on the Madang runway could not slow up fast enough and it landed in the sea. 
What concept is “how fast something slows up”? 

7. What physical concept is being compared if you compare the melting points of different metals? 

8. What changes if you go from Earth to the Moon or another planet – mass or weight? 

9. What word means “the distance from Point A to Point B in a straight line”? 

10. What concept is being compared if you said you were better at blowing up balloons than someone 
else? 

11. What are the units for measuring the light output of light bulbs? 

12. What unit is used for measuring the energy content of foods? 

13. What unit is used for measuring the water-holding capacity of a dam? 

14. What concept is it that tells you how much it hurts your foot when you stand on tiptoe? 

15. It is easy to read big print and hard to read fine print. What concept tells you the size of the letters? 

16. Some trees have big leaves and some have small ones. What concept is being compared when you 
compare the sizes of leaves? 

17. A tonne of gold would fit inside a rubbish bin. What is the concept when you talk about how much 
stuff there is in a certain space? 

18. If we all joined hands, how far could we spread out? What is the concept involved in a line of people 
all holding hands? 

19. You might write a letter to your friend every month, while someone else writes more often. “Once a 
month” or “Five times a second” is called by what scientific name? 

20. What word describes the characteristic of objects that the bigger they are the harder they are to get 
to move? 

21. Which is bigger – a megavolt or a kilovolt? 

22. Which is smaller – a millimetre or a centimetre? 

23. What concept measures the amount of ink in a pen? 

24. What concept measures how sharp the point of a needle is? 

25. What concept is used to compare two differently sized water pumps? 
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1. Physical Concepts 
Space and dimensions 
Space is what stops everything being in the same place. Sometimes people speak of ‘outer 
space’. This refers to the vast expanse of mostly emptiness between the stars and even greater 
emptiness between the galaxies. ‘Inner space’ may refer to the emptiness inside the atoms of 
our bodies. Atoms are mostly empty space. If a hydrogen atom were expanded to the size of a 
football field, the nucleus would be the size of a grape seed in the centre and the electron circling 
it would be microscopic. The rest is empty space. Space is a place where things can be and it 
separates things. Space has dimensions. 

Dimensions are the numbers that describe 
space. 

Point 0 A point occupies no space at all. No numbers 
are needed; it is already located. 

Line 1 Only one number is needed to locate something 
on a line (given a starting position). 

 

 

Surface 2 Two numbers are needed to locate something on 
a surface, whether flat or curved. The numbers 
may be how far across and how far up, or what 
angle to turn and how far to walk in that 
direction, or two angles. 
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3-dimensional Space 

 

3 Length, width and height 

Three numbers are needed to locate something 
in a room or inside a solid or under the sea (e.g. 
across, up, back) 

Space-Time 

 

4 Time is sometimes called ‘the fourth dimension’ 
because this fourth number is needed to 
accurately locate something is in a system that is 
changing. 

 

 

Shadows can have one less dimension. 

1 

2 
3 

4 
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Measuring space 
Size means how big something is. It means how much space the thing occupies. Something with 
no size at all is called a point. The things that appear to us as the nearest thing to a point are the 
stars. They are so far away they never appear spread out as a disk (unlike the planets, which 
look like small circles through a telescope).1 

Length 

Metres 

Displacement is 
distance in a straight 
line – the overall 
‘change of place’, 
even though the route 
may not be direct. 

A newborn baby is about 50cm long. 

The Grand Canyon averages 1.6km deep. 

The total length of all roads in the USA is 6,283,868kms 

The distance around the earth’s equator is 40,076kms 

Fossil remains of Quetzalcoatlus, a flying dinosaur that lived 
70million years ago, had a wingspan of 12 m. 

Mt Everest is 8,848m high; Mt Wilhelm is 4,509m above sea 
level. 

The Nile River is the longest in the world at 6,670m 

The average man (worldwide) is 1.75m tall, and the average 
woman is 1.65m. 

The animal with the longest body is the blue whale – up to 
33.5m 

The highest tsunami ever recorded was 85m. 

The highest waterfall is Angel Falls in Venezuela – almost a 
kilometre high (979m) 

Area 

Square metres 

Surface The surface area of the Yonki Dam at full supply level is 21.2 
km2  

A tennis court measures 261m2.  (Basketball court = 364m2. 
Table tennis table = 4.16m2) The surface area inside an 
adult’s lungs is about a third of this, 70m2. 

A parking space for a car measures 10m2 . 

Volume 

Cubic metres 

3-dimensional space 
or objects 

A standard container is 6x2.4x2.4m and is about 36m3 

The heart pumps about 59 cm3 of blood with each beat. 

If you double the length, width and height of a box, the 
volume increases 8 times. 

1 cubic centimetre = 1 millilitre 

1 matchbox = 29.75 cm3. 

Capacity 

Litres 

Volume of containers 
– how much can be 
put inside something. 
Litres are commonly 
used for the volume of 
liquids. 

1,000L=1m3  

° The largest supertankers in the world can hold about 650,000,000 
litres of oil. 

° At full capacity, the Yonki Dam holds 332 gigalitres 
(332,000,000,000 L.) 

° The Amazon River in Brazil discharges about 10.5 cubic 
kilometres of water into the Atlantic every minute – enough for 
everyone in the world to have an 80L bath every 44 minutes. 

° The kidneys filter about 1.2 litres of blood a minute. 
° A fully-grown woman has about 4.5 litres of blood. A fully-grown 

man has about 5 litres of blood. 
° 83 dessertspoons = 1 litre. We breathe about 0.5L/breath resting. 

                                                 
1 Some very large telescopes with computers attached have been able to photograph a few stars as disks. 
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@ Exercise 1. Dimensions 
How many dimensions? (effective dimensions, e.g. It is true that a page has thickness, but 
the important thing about a page is its surface.) 

A room A page A wire The point of a pin 

The outside of a 
box 

A chair The tip of a nail A wall 

A gas cylinder The floor The surface of the ocean The inside of a box 

The tip of a pen The edge of a desk The front cover of a book A corner of the room 

Time and frequency 

Time 

Second 

s 

Time is a measure of 
change. 

1 terasecond (Ts) = 31689 years 
1 gigasecond (Gs) = 31.7 years 

1 megasecond (Ms) = 11.6 days  

1 kilosecond (ks) = 16.67 minutes 

1 standard second is defined as 9,192,631.770 oscillations of 
a Cesium-133 atom. 

The earth takes 23h 56m 4s for one rotation. 

The human ear can hear vibrations of between 20 Hz and 
20,000 Hz. 

Singing Voices: 
Soprano  C4-C6 262-1046 Hz 
Alto G3-F5 196-698Hz 
Tenor D3-Bflat4 147-466Hz 
Baritone A2-G4 110-392Hz 
Bass E2-D4 82.4-194Hz 

Ranges 
Piano A0-C8 27.5-4186Hz 
Guitar E2-F5 82.4-698Hz 

Middle C = 440Hz 

Average heart rate = 70 beats/min = 1.17 Hz 

Wing Flapping 
White butterfly 8-12 Hz 
Damselfly 16Hz 
Hawk moth 50-90Hz 
Hoverfly  120Hz 
Bumblebee 130Hz 
Housefly  200Hz 
Honeybee 225Hz 
Mosquito 600Hz 
Midge 1000Hz 

Human hair falls out at a rate of about 120 per day. (.00139Hz) 

Our breathing rate is about 15 per minute. (0.25Hz) 

Frequenc
y 

1 Hertz 
= 1 per second 
= 1 s-1 

Frequency is how 
often 

(How many per 
second is the number 
of Hertz) 
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@ Exercise 2. Graphing and comparing lengths 
Rule lines above each other of suitable lengths, starting at the same left margin, to make 
a quick graph for comparing the following maximum lifespans: 

Mouse 6 years Trout 10 years Rabbit 13 years Dog 20 years 

Tiger 26 years Cow 30 years Polar Bear 38 years Bison 40 years 

Rhinoceros 50 years Hippopotamus 54 yrs Chimpanzee 53 years Dolphin 65 years 

Eagle Owl 68 years Indian elephant 77 
years 

Giant Tortoise 100 
years 

 

 
A good length of time for a lecture is a microcentury. How many minutes is that? (Micro- 
is a millionth.) 

Mass 

Mass 

Gram or kilogram 

g or kg 

1000kg=1 tonne 

Mass is how much 
matter there is. 

Mass is expressed in 
the same units as 
weight, but it does not 
depend on gravity. 

Weight depends on 
gravity.  

Think of ‘weight’ as 
what you get when 
you weigh something. 
Free-falling objects 
are ‘weightless’. 
Divers wear a weight 
belt because 
otherwise they would 
rise. They weigh less 
than nothing. If they 
stood on scales 
underwater without the 
weight belt, they 
would not press on 
them at all. 
Astronauts practise 
being weightless in 
tanks of water. 
Things in orbit are 
weightless. 

A thumbtack weighs about 1 gram. 

1 litre of water weighs 1 kilogram. 

1 cubic metre of water weights 1 tonne. 

The average 2 year old boy has a mass of 11.8 kg; the 
average 6 year old boy has a mass of 20.9 kg (6 year old 
girl is 20.4kg) 

The average man has a mass of 64kg; his skeleton is 
11kg. 

A golf ball weighs 45g. 

The world’s smallest bird is the bee hummingbird. Its 
mass is 1.6g; the smallest mammal is the pygmy shrew 
(1.5g). Both are about the size of a golf ball. 

An adult bull African elephant has a mass of 5 tonnes. 

Adult blue whales have a mass of about 130 tonnes each; a 
Saturn V rocket has a mass of 2960 tonnes (or 23 blue 
whales). 

The average pig has a mass of 192 kg. 

The biggest elephant teeth can be up to 4kg in mass (and 
30cm long). 

The average adult brain has a mass of 1,400g; the heart is 
275g; the liver (the biggest internal organ) is 1,450g. 

The Great Pyramid in Egypt has a mass of 5,216,400 
tonnes. 

As much as 40,000 tonnes of cosmic dust lands on Earth 
each year. 

The mass of a virus is to the mass of an average human as 
the mass of an average human is to the mass of the Earth. 

An electron is to a watermelon as a watermelon is to the 
Sun. 

A pinhead-size amount of a neutron star could have as 
much mass as 3 Empire State Buildings. 
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@ Activity 1.  Changing Weight 
This list shows how gravity compares on different planets, the Sun and the Moon. 
Measure your weight on Earth. This is the same as your mass (how much of you there is). 
Work out your weight on each of the planets, the Sun and the Moon by scaling your 
weight on Earth according to their gravity. 

Sun: 27.8 Jupiter: 2.34 Neptune: 1.18 Uranus: 1.17 Saturn: 1.15 Earth: 1 

Venus: 0.88 Mars: 0.38 Mercury: 0.37 Moon: 0.16   

Measure the height you can jump. Find out how high you could jump on the Sun, Moon 
and planets by using the same scale factors, only this time divide (don’t multiply) because 
when gravity is lower your jump will be higher. 

@ Activity2.  Finding the Balance Point 
Rest a broomstick on the extending index fingers of your two hands. Move your fingers 
together. Notice that your fingers meet at the balance point of the broomstick. Start with 
your fingers at different places along the broomstick. Try moving your fingers together 
faster. They always meet at the centre. Try a broom and a grass knife. Your fingers 
always meet at the balance point. Why does one finger stop moving and the other take 
over? Friction, which stops the sliding, is larger when the two objects are pressing 
against each other more. There is more ‘grip’. When the weight on one finger is larger 
then the weight on the other finger, the finger holding up less weight moves. 

� Discussion.  Weight and Mass 
q Use apparatus such as the top-loading balance, suspended balance, a balanced piece of wood 

etc to demonstrate the idea of objects having equal mass. Would these balances work in space? 
Would a shanghai work in space? (Shanghais accelerate the MASS of the object.)  

q Place two objects of very different mass, such as a small stone and a large one, one in each hand 
and move them up and down. You are feeling the effect of gravity on the masses – their weight. 
Would you feel a similar effect in space where gravity is not acting and the stones are weightless? 

Speed and Velocity 
Speed is how quickly something is moving. (distance ÷ time) 
Velocity is how quickly something is changing its position. (displacement ÷ time) 
Velocity is speed in a certain direction. 
Speed and velocity are measured in km/hr or m/s. 
Units indicate how a complex concept is made from simple ones. The slash (/) indicates divide 
(÷). km/hr means km÷hrs. m/s means m÷s. You can tell that speed is the distance travelled 
compared with the time it took. It is a division comparison (giving you a number of times bigger 
that one is compared with the other). So 2 km/hr means 2 kilometres for every hour. 
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Examples: 

1. To escape Earth’s gravity you must reach 
11.2 km/s. The Moon’s escape velocity is 
2.38 km/s. That is a lot faster than a golf 
ball, so hitting a golf ball on the Moon 
would not send it off into space never to 
return. However, an astronaut did hit a golf 
ball on the Moon and sent it over the 
horizon. 

2. Brett Lee has achieved speeds of over 
157km/hr in his cricket bowling. That is, 
157000 m/hr. That is, 157000÷60m/min. 
That is, 157000÷60÷60 m/s, which is 43.6 

m/s. A long way off the Moon’s escape velocity of 2380 m/s!  

3. The speed of light is the fastest speed possible. As things approach that speed it 
becomes harder and harder to make them go any faster. Light waves travel at 
299,792,500 m/s, or about 300,000 km/s. 

4. The terminal velocity is the maximum speed an object will reach when it is falling 
through the air. The faster a thing moves through air, the more the air pushes back 
until the thing refuses to go any faster. At that point gravity pulling down equals air 
resistance pushing back. A person will reach about 240km/hr and not fall faster (much 
less if the parachute opens!). Raindrops fall at a much lower terminal velocity. 

5. The speed of sound in dry air at 0°C is 331.29 m/s. That is about a third of a kilometre 
in a second. So sound takes 3 seconds to travel a kilometre. When a lightning flash 
makes the exploding noise we call thunder, both the light and the sound start together. 
Because light travels so fast, we see the flash immediately. The sound is slower. It takes 
3 seconds to travel every kilometre. So to find the distance to the storm, count the 
seconds between lightning flash and thunder and divide by 3 to get the kilometres. 

@ Activity 3.  How fast are we moving? 
Earth takes 24 hours to spin once. In PNG we are almost on the equator. The Earth’s 
equatorial circumference is 40,076 km. Work out how 
fast we are moving, as the Earth spins, in km/hr? 

Earth takes 365.25 days to go around the Sun. The 
radius of the Earth’s orbit is 149,573,000 km. How 
fast are we travelling around the Sun in km/hr? 

The moon’s average distance from the earth is 384,400 
km (centre to centre). It takes 29.5305882 days to 
travel around the earth. What is its speed around us?  

� Research 
Measure the speed of a walker and a runner. 
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Inertia and acceleration 
Stare at a desk for several minutes. What did that desk do? Nothing! It is so obvious to us, but 
it took a Great Mind to realize that that’s what everything does. Unless something pushes or 
pulls, things stay as they are. It would be a strange world if desks, chairs and things suddenly 
decided to go flying through the room for no reason at all. Things that are not moving like to 
remain at rest. Some things resist moving more than others. It is hard to push a car, but it is easy 
to kick a small stone out of the way. The more mass something 
has, the more it resists forces. Small stones do not have much 
resistance. Kick a big rock and you will discover how much it 
wants to fight back! 

Inertia is that tendency things have to remain at rest if they are 
not moving, or, if they are moving, to keep moving at whatever 
speed they are going at. 

When something begins to move, it accelerates. When 
something comes to a stop, it decelerates. ‘Speeding up’ is acceleration. ‘Slowing down’ is 
deceleration.  

How fast something’s speed is changing is a measure of its acceleration or deceleration. 
Reaching a high speed very quickly is a high acceleration. Slowing down quickly is a high 
deceleration. It an object is getting faster gradually, acceleration is small. 

To find the average acceleration, take the change in velocity and divide it by the number of 
seconds it took.  

The units (“metres per second per second”) can be written in any of three ways: m/s/s or m/s² 
or ms-2. 

Example: 

Gravity makes things fall at 9.8 m/s/s (excluding air resistance).  
 
This gives us a way to find the height of a cliff or coconut tree if 
we know the seconds for a stone to fall to the ground. (Never 
throw a stone if there could be people below.) You do not have 
to drop the stone; you can throw it out horizontally. Suppose 
you are on a cliff overlooking the ocean. The height in 
metres is found by taking the time in seconds, squaring it, 
then multiplying the answer by 5 (actually, 4.9, but 
that is close enough to 5). What would be the 
distance a bungy-jumper fell if it took 
him/her 3 seconds to reach the end of the 
fall?  
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Density and buoyancy 
Which weighs more—a tonne of lead, or a tonne of feathers? 
That is an old trick question. Most people say ‘lead’, but a 
tonne of each (1000kg) means you have the same weight of 
each. But lead is different from feathers! The way they are 
different is in their density. Lead has more mass packed into a 
small space. With feathers, the mass is spread out.  

Density is how spread out or how pressed together mass is. 

High density means many grams in every cubic centimetre. 
Low density means not many grams in every cubic centimetre. 

Buoyancy is the ability to float. Perhaps when you try to float 
in the sea you are not very buoyant: you sink like a rock. 
Rocks, too, are not very buoyant. Styrofoam packing is very 
buoyant: it floats high in water (very little of it is under water 
when it floats).  

Would you say that a fish swimming below the surface is 
‘floating’? Most experts would say it is. It is certainly not 
sinking. It is floating in water, rather than on water. 

 

The reason for floating is this: two things want to fall, the object 
and the water it is in. If the object falls (sinks), the same sized 
amount of water has to be pushed out of the way. If the water 
wants to fall more, the object will have to take second place 
and will float on the water. Compare the two—the object, and 
the same-sized amount of water. The one that weighs more will win. Which weighs more for 
its size? It is density we are comparing. If the object is denser than water, the object will sink 
and the water will ‘float’. If the water is denser, the water will sink and the object will float.  

To calculate density, remember the units. To find 
g/cm³, take the grams and divide it by the cubic 
centimetres. 

Concentration is similar to density. It refers to 
how much a substance is spread out through a 
liquid. Units include g/L or g/ml. 

Floating in Air 

A life vest to improve your buoyancy 

Object 
goes down 

An equal 
amount of 

water 
must go up 
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Examples: 

1. The density of pure water is 1 g/cm³ 

2. Oil is less dense than water because it floats. Petrol, too, will float. Oil has a density of between 0.8–
0.9 g/cm³. 

3. Typical rock densities are from 2 g/cm³ to 3 g/cm³. For example, basalt is 2.87 g/cm³. Limestone 
ranges from 1.9–2.6 g/cm³. 

4. Ice floats on water. 9/10 of an iceberg is below the water level. 
For comparison, the density of ice is 0.92 g/cm³. As water cools 
it becomes more dense until it cools to 4°C. Then it starts to 
expand. That is why plastics full of water may burst when frozen 
and frozen tomatoes are mushy when they thaw. Water in the 
cells expands and bursts the cell walls. 

5. The density of seawater is about 1.095 g/cm³ 

6. An interesting concentration is the way jewellers measure the 
purity of gold. Pure gold is 24 carat gold. Common purities are 18ct and 9ct (least pure). When 
applied to diamonds and precious stones, the carat is a measure of weight (1 carat = 200 mg). 
Yellow gold has silver, copper and small amounts of zinc. White gold is gold that has been alloyed 
with nickel, copper and zinc. The more silver, the whiter the gold. 

@ Exercise 3.   Density and buoyancy 
1. If 4 litres of sea water contain, on average, 140g of salt, what is the concentration of salt in g/L? 

2. Why is water no good for putting out petrol or oil fires? 

3. Try to match the following substances with their typical densities (in g/cm³). Begin by arranging the 
substances in order from most dense to least dense. Look for clues, such as whether the substance is 
a metal (very dense) or a gas (low density). This exercise can be done with students holding cards 
for the substances. First, let them try to arrange themselves in order; then let the class discuss and 
rearrange. 
 
Milk, Water, Sugar, Silver, Alcohol, Charcoal, Beechwood, Air, Rubber, Petrol, Gold, Concrete, 
Lead, Granite 
0.79, 0.00128, 1.61, 2.16, 0.72, 19.29, 11.37, 10.44, 1, 1.03, 2.64, 0.93, 0.88, 0.345 

4. Guess the order for these metals, listing them in order of density. 
Tungsten, Gold, Osmium, Platinum, Mercury 

Force 
A force is a push or pull. It is measured in Newtons (N). Forces are those things that can get 

9/10 of an iceberg is 
underwater 
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something moving, make it move faster, slow it down or cause it to change its direction of 
movement. Acceleration and deceleration do not happen without forces. 

As a concept, force is a combination of acceleration and the mass that is being forced to 
accelerate: 

• A massive rock strikes your toe with more force than a grain of sand falling. More mass 
means more force. 

• Big forces get things moving quickly. Small forces take a longer time to bring things up 
to speed. 

Examples: 

1. The force of gravity pulls objects downwards. (There is no ‘push’ form of gravity.)  

2. Magnets attract or repel other magnets. (The electromagnetic force) 

3. A strong force inside the nucleus of atoms keeps the 
protons and neutrons together. It is stronger than the 
natural repulsion of positive charges. 

4. Hitting a golf ball, kicking a football, pushing against 
the other team in a rugby scrum, pulling in a tug-of-
war 

5. Your weight is a force pushing down when you sit in a 
chair. The chair pushes back with exactly the same 
force as your weight, so you do not move. This is a case 
of balanced forces. If the chair should be unable to 
push back, the floor will do so when you come 
crashing to the ground! 

6. There are 4 forces on a plane: weight (down), lift (up), thrust (forwards) and drag 
(backwards).  

7. A satellite in orbit is always falling. The force of gravity is constantly changing the 
direction the satellite is falling. 

@ Activity 4. Feeling a force 
Feel a Newton on your hand by holding 100 grams. How much force would there be on 
your hand if you held a 1kg bag of sugar? 

Find your weight force in Newtons by measuring your weight in kg and multiplying by 10. 

When you compare weight 
forces, you can find the mass. 

drag 

lift 
thrust 

weigh
t 
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Pressure 
Pressure comes from the word ‘press’. It means a force is pushing through some cross-section. 
It is how concentrated the force is. Pressure is measured in Pascals.  

Examples 

1. Atmospheric pressure at sea level is 101.325 kPa, or 101,325 Pa. At a 
height of 1km, air pressure is only 89% of this value, and the thin air at 
10km is only 26% of that at sea level. Atmospheric pressure comes from the 
weight of the air above you. We are not crushed because there is an equal 
pressure pushing outwards from the fluids and gases in our bodies. 

2. Artificial diamonds can be made if carbon is heated in the absence of air 
to 2770°C and put under a pressure of 70,000 atmospheres. 

3. Ear pain is caused by pressure. If the ear canal is red and swollen the 
blood is pressing on the nerves in the skin. Ascending or descending 
makes the outside pressure on the eardrum different from the inside pressure from the air in 
the middle ear. Unbalanced pressure on the eardrum causes pain. 

4. The press of water through the small hole of a syringe needle 

5. Water pushing through a thin or wide-bore pipe 

6. Your weight pressing through the area of the soles of your feet 

7. The press of your thumb against the area of the plunger of a syringe 

8. Your thumb, pressing against a thumb tack 

9. The point of a thumb tack pressing into the notice board 

10. The pressure of pushing a knife through the area of its sharp edge into kaukau 

11. The pressure on your thumb if you get it caught in a closing door. 

12. As you descend in a dive, every 10 metres under water adds an extra atmosphere of pressure.  

13. The threshold of pain is reached when sound presses on your eardrum with only 10 Pascals. The 
minimum pressure your eardrum can respond to is 0.000 05 Pa. 

14. Blood pressure can be measured with a blood pressure monitor. To see if you have a 
problem blood pressure needs to be tested over several days at the same time, because our 
blood pressure can vary minute by minute according to the body’s needs. High blood 
pressure can weaken the arteries and make us liable to develop problems such as heart 
attacks and stroke. The following table gives the World Health Organisation. guidelines 
for blood pressure. The units are mmHg (millimetres of mercury — the height of mercury the 
pressure can hold up). One atmosphere is 760 mmHg. Systolic pressure is the pressure 
when the heart muscle squeezes; diastolic pressure is when the heart muscle relaxes. 

 

WHO Classification 
Systolic 
Pressure 

Diastolic 
Pressure 

Normal Less than 130 Less than 85 
High-Normal 130-140 85–90 
Mild Hypertension 140–160 90–100 
Moderate Hypertension 160–180 100–110 
Severe Hypertension More than 180 More than 110 

Weight concentrated 
through the legs 
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@ Activity 5. Pressure 
1. Pinch your nose closed and blow. This is called equalizing, because it forces air into 

the middle ear through a thin tube from the back of the throat. This relieves pressure 
problems caused by changing altitude (such as when descending in a plane). 

2. Feel the press of the back of a biro on your hand. Use the same force but press with the 
pointed pen cap. Use the same force but press with the point of the pen. Notice how the 
pressure is greater when the force is concentrated through a small area. 

3. Measure your blood pressure. 

4. Take a footprint and measure its area with a plastic overlay marked with square 
centimetres, or rule square centimetres in it. Squares at the edge are only counted if 
more than half the square is covered. There are10,000 cm² in a square metre, so convert 
to square metres by dividing by 10,000. Double it because you have two feet. Find your 
weight force in Newtons by multiplying your weight in kilograms by 10. Find the 
pressure in Pascals on the floor by dividing. Remember Pascals are Newtons/m². 

@ Exercise 4. Check-up Questions 
1. Why is it painful to stand on tip-toes? 

2. Why do fish hooks work? 

3. Why don’t fish have flat faces? 

4. What is the force and where is the pressure from a baby in a baby 
sling? 

5. Why are there holes in shower roses? 

6. Where are there forces on a guitar? Where is the pressure greatest?  

Work, energy and power 
Work is what happens when a force moves something over a distance. 
Energy is the ability to do work. 
Power is how fast the work is being done. 

Both work and energy are measured in Joules (J). 

Power is measured in Watts (W). 

A Joule is a Newton-metre.  
(1 Newton pushing an object 1 metre). 
A Watt is a Joule/second.  
(1 Joule of work being done every second.) 

Examples 

1. Climbing a mountain is work: you push your body up the distance. 

2. Carrying rocks from one place to another is work. 
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3. Cutting grass is work: the force on the lawnmower blades moves the blades through the grass. 

4. Using a grass knife is work: you push it through a distance as you swing it. 

5. Pulling up an anchor rope is work: it is pulled up through the water to the boat. 

6. Food contains energy because without it you would be too tired to do any work. 

7. Electricity is a form of energy. It can be made to turn motors and make things work. 

8. Petrol and diesel have energy because they can be made to push cars through a distance (work). 

9. Atoms contain nuclear energy. 

10. If you cut the grass faster than your friend, you have more power. The work might still be the same, 
but your friend will take longer to do it. 

11. Water pumps are rated in Watts because big pumps can push a lot of water in a short time. Small 
pumps could still do the same amount of work (such as filling a tank) but it would take a long time 
to do it. 

12. Light bulbs give out light. They are rated in Watts. Weak light bulbs can give out the same amount of 
light, but they take more minutes to produce the same amount of light. Therefore they seem less 
bright. Because it is the rate at which light is produced, light bulbs are rated according to their 
power. 

� Research Power ratings of electrical devices 
Find out the ratings on various machines such as pumps and electrical goods such as 
tape recorders, projectors, refrigerators, power supplies and light bulbs. Compare your 
results. 

Temperature 
Temperature is a measure of how hot or cold something is. Molecules in a hot fluid are running 
around very fast all over the place. Molecules in a hot solid are shaking fast.  Temperature is 
measured in degrees Celsius (°C). The United States uses the older Fahrenheit scale (°F). 

Examples 

1. Absolute Zero  is the lowest temperature theoretically possible. It is about –273.16°C. Scientists 
have been able to cool things to 0.000 000 1° above absolute zero but will never be able to reach it 
because it is not possible to take away all heat energy from something. 

2. Human body temperature is 37°C, however anything in the range 36.4° to 37.2° is normal. 

3. Malaria is one of the best things at producing a fever we know of. A malarial attack normally 
lasts 4 to 10 hours and consists successively of a stage of shaking and chills; a stage of 
fever, with the temperature reaching 40.5°C, and severe headache; and then a stage of 
profuse sweating during which the temperature drops back to normal. Between attacks, 
the temperature may be normal or below normal. In the early days of the infection, the 
attacks may occur every day, but they soon begin appearing at regular intervals of either 
48 hours (called tertian malaria) or 72 hours (called quartan malaria). The first attack 
usually occurs from 8 to 25 days after a person has been bitten by an infected mosquito. 
(Britannica 2001) 
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4. Pure water at sea level freezes at 0°C and boils at 100°C.  

5. Carbon dioxide freezes at –78.5°C. Solid carbon dioxide is called dry ice 
and is used to keep ice cream and meat frozen during transportation. 

6. Gases cool when they expand.  

7. Liquids when they evaporate absorb heat and cool things. This is the 
idea behind how a refrigerator works. A compressor squeezes a gas 
called ‘refrigerant’ until it becomes liquid. It warms when it is 
compressed. That warm compressed refrigerant passes through tubes at 
the back of the refrigerator so its heat can be lost. Then it passes close to 
the items in the freezer and is allowed to expand. As it expands it draws 
heat from the freezer contents and they get colder. Refrigerants used to 
be chloro-fluorocarbons such as freon (CCl2F2), but production of these 
ceased in 1995 because they damage the Ozone layer. 

8. Cold air is able to hold less water vapour than warm air. Dew forms on 
grass and leaves when the air cools to the point when it cannot hold all 
its water vapour any more. This is the Dew Point. 

� Activity 6. Cooling by evaporation 
Breathe on your hand. The air is warm.  Blow on your hand.  The air has cooled as it 
expanded when it came through the narrow opening of your lips. 

Why do evaporative air conditioners not work well in PNG? 

Concept summary 
mass 
kilograms (kg) 
how much matter there is  

distance 
metres (m) 
a line through space 

displacement 
metres (m) 
a straight line through 
space 

time 
seconds (s) 
amount of change 

frequency 
Hertz (Hz) 
1 Hz = 1 per second 
how many in a second 

area 
square metres (m²) 
how much surface 

volume 
cubic metres (m³) 
how much space 

density 
kilograms per cubic 
metre (kg/m³) 
how much mass in a unit 
space 

speed 
metres per second (m/s) 
how fast something is 
moving 

velocity 
metres/second (m/s) 
speed in a certain 
direction 

acceleration 
metres/second/second 
(m/s/s or m/s² or ms -2) 
speeding up or slowing 
down 

force 
Newtons (N) 
1 N = 1 kg-m/s/s 
push or pull 

pressure 
Pascals (Pa) 
1 Pascal = 1 N/m² 
how concentrated the 
force is  

work 
Joules (J) 
1 Joule =  
1 Newton-metre 
pushing or pulling 
through a certain 
distance 

energy 
Joules (J) 
1 Joule =  
1 Newton-metre 
the ability to do work 

power 
Watts (W) 
1 Watt = 1 Joule/second 
how fast the work is 
done 

 

The metering device is where the 
refrigerant expands into a cold gas. 

Encarta 2000 
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Formula supplement 
m mass (kg) V velocity (m/s) A area (m²) F force (N) 

d distance δV velocity change (m/s) ρ  density (g/L) W work (J) 

t time (s) a acceleration (m/s²) p pressure (Pa) P power (W)  

 

 ......... Velocity=distance÷time  .........Power=work÷time 

 ......... Acceleration=change in velocity ÷time  .........Density=mass÷volume 
F=ma ......... Force=mass x acceleration 

 .........Pressure=force÷area 
W=fd ......... Work=force x distance  

 

Basic facts summary 
1 Newton is the push on your hand if you hold 100 grams. 

1 Litre is a cube 10cm x 10cm x 10cm 

1 cubic metre is a cube with each side a blackboard ruler. 

1 Litre of water weighs 1 kilogram. 

1 kilogram is 10 Newtons. 

1 cubic metre of water weighs 1 tonne. 

To find your weight force in Newtons, multiply kilograms by 10. 

@ Exercise 5. Identify the Concepts 
mass, distance, displacement, time, velocity, speed, acceleration, force, work, energy, 
power, pressure

1. pouring too quickly into a funnel and the 
water overflows 

2. a bigger pump can fill a tank faster than a 
small one 

3. cooking your meal rapidly or slowly 
4. how big the label on a bottle is  
5. how good your swing is when you hit a golf 

ball 
6. the shortest route to the dining hall 
7. how large a photograph is  
8. how good the batteries in your radio are 
9. sweeping the floor 
10. how small the pieces of kaukau have been 

chopped 

11. how far from the college to town “as the 
crow flies” 

12. how much wall to paint 
13. how big a person’s ears are 
14. how much cordial in a plastic bottle 
15. how easily a stick can be hammered into 

the ground 
16. how large a page in a book is  
17. how useful your food is for you 
18. detours to look at the sights while walking 

home 
19. how tall you are 
20. how lively you felt when you went to the 

dance 
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21. feeling tired because you missed breakfast 
22. a cassette tape slowing down and affecting 

the sound 
23. how much writing you did 
24. popping a balloon with a pin 
25. how much Omo is in a packet 
26. how long you have to wait for the next bus 
27. how many revs  per minute the car engine is 

turning at 
28. how much of the sky is covered by clouds 
29. how big a box is 
30. needing help to push a big rock 
31. how much grass you were able to cut 
32. how large a cupboard is  
33. how many windows you cleaned 
34. the fuel in your car 
35. how fast you were in cutting a certain 

amount of grass 
36. how old a piece of fruit is  
37. how easy it is to hit a dart board 
38. how big a cup is  
39. catching a ball 
40. how big a table is  
41. the height of a tree 
42. how much cotton is on a cotton reel 
43. a rugby scrum 
44. a stretched rubber band or spring 
45. dancing 
46. a bullet ready to be shot from a gun 
47. throwing a ball 
48. how much food is on your plate 
49. how far from Kabaleo to Kokopo along the 

plantation road 
50. whether a car is strong enough to get up a 

steep hill 
51. a rock can hurt your toe if you drop it 
52. how large a chair is  
53. blunt knives cannot cut as well as sharp 

ones 
54. the size of eggs (how are they sold in 

shops?) 
55. how big a truck is 
56. how big a mountain is  
57. how flat the mud is that is thrown against a 

rock 
58. how big a bilum is  
59. how loud a sound is  
60. the braking system of a car 

61. what is useful to us inside atoms 
62. how much it hurts when you step on a 

sharp rock 
63. a thorn piercing your skin 
64. flying directly from one place to another 
65. how bright a light bulb is  
66. how big a map is  
67. how fast you can weed a garden 
68. how big a flower is  
69. how quickly a car can reach a hundred 

kilometres per hour 
70. how much floor you have to sweep 
71. how much water you had to drink 
72. the water not coming out fast from a tap if all 

students are showering 
73. how large your cube is 
74. a stretched bow string 
75. how big a bucket is  
76. electricity which can make things work 
77. how fast you can draw a picture 
78. a flat tyre 
79. friction 
80. how long the advertisements last during a 

TV show 
81. how high you can throw a ball 
82. tug o’ war 
83. kicking a football 
84. stretching a rope to measure a straight 

edge along a garden bed 
85. starting suddenly in a car and feeling 

pushed against the seat 
86. how fast you can run to class in the morning 
87. how much thrust in a rocket’s jets 
88. how much water in a dam 
89. how fast grass grows 
90. picking fruit 
91. how fast you can ride your bicycle 
92. how big a leaf is 
93. a sewing needle pushing through cloth 
94. how much ink is on a newspaper 
95. levering a lid off a can of paint with a 

screwdriver 
96. how big your towel is 
97. floating weightless in space 
98. how much water the pump put into the tank 
99. closing the door on your finger 
100.how high the waves are 
101.a stick of dynamite 
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2. Machines 
Machines change forces. 

A force can be increased or decreased or its direction can be changed. 

Mechanical Advantage (M.A.) is how many times a force is multiplied. 

Examples: 

• If a force is doubled the Mechanical Advantage is 2. 

• If a force is halved the Mechanical Advantage is ½. 

• If a force is made three times greater the M.A. is 3. 

• If a force is reduced to a quarter of what it was, the M.A. is ¼. 

Increasing force makes your work easier. You can lift heavy loads. 

Increasing force has a cost involved. The load will move more slowly and through less distance. 

If a machine decreases force, the object will move faster and through greater distance. The 
comparison gives you the clue as to what the mechanical advantage is. 

@ Check-up 
1. You are using a lever. Your hand on the lever moves 1 metre, but the rock at the other end of the 

lever only moves 2 centimetres. How many times has your force been increased? 

2. You are using a system of pulleys. You pull the rope 5 metres, but the car engine at the other end 
moves only 10 cms. How many times has your force been multiplied? 

3. A certain system of pulleys increases your force 10 times. By yourself you are able to pull a basket 
weighing 50kg up to the second floor. If you used the pulley system, what weight could you lift? 

4. The heaviest rock you can push weighs 40kg. Using a lever of M.A.=6, how heavy a rock could you 
shift? 

5. You have a ruler balanced on a pencil as a simple lever. An eraser sits on the end. You hand hits the 
ruler with a speed of 4 m/s. If the M.A. of the lever is one-fifth, at what speed does the eraser shoot 
into the air? 

Levers 
A lever is a machine made of a bar that tilts on a fixed point called a fulcrum. Most levers are 
used to magnify force or effort, letting you move a heavy load easily. Levers can also be used 
to amplify movement, such as in a fishing rod where you move the handle a little and the end of 
the rod moves through a wide arc. When force is made greater, the work is made easier. 
Levers are grouped according to how the effort, fulcrum and load are arranged: 
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force is 
doubled 

First class levers 
Increase or decrease the force 

e.g. scissors  
force is 
halved 

 

Second class levers 
Increase the force 

e.g. crowbar 

 

 

Third class levers 
Decrease the force 

e.g. muscles 

 

The arrow is the effort; the block is the load; the triangle is the fulcrum.  
The effort is shown as a push but could just as easily be a pull. 

Special Levers 

 
rotating lever 
the effort is used to turn a load 
around the fulcrum 

 
balancing lever 
Some levers are used not to move loads or overcome a resistance, 
but rather to balance two loads. 

Examples of Levers 

Hammer 

The fulcrum is your wrist or elbow. 

The hammer head moves a big distance; your 
hand a small distance. This makes the hammer 
head strike the nail very fast. Pressure through 
the sharp nail point is large, and it is the pressure 
that gets the nail into the wood. 

Pulling out a nail with the claw of a hammer increases the force: the nail moves out slowly, but 
there is a big force on it. 

The hammer is a third-class lever. 

Long-nosed Pliers 

The force is much greater where the crunch 
is.  At the place for cutting wire (close to 
the fulcrum) it is very much greater. Pliers 

are actually a pair of levers.  Like 
scissors, pliers are a first class lever. 

load 

effort 

fulcrum 

Crunch! 
(Load) 

Squeeze! 
(Effort) 
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Compare the distance your hands are from the fulcrum with 
the distance the load is to find out how many times 
greater.   

With bolt cutters, your hands are a long way from the 
fulcrum, so the force is many times greater.  The 
pressure at the tip is very large because of the small area the 
force pushes through. 

 

Spanner 

 

 

Spanners are also levers.  With all spanners the fulcrum is the centre of the not or bolt.  The 
load is the force applied to the outside of the nut.  It is very easy to “burr” the corners on the nut 
unless the jaws fit tightly to the flat sides of the nut.  The force is very large.  The force could be 
made larger by extending the handle (with a piece of pipe, for example).  Many people of 
broken spanners doing this! 

Inclined plane 
An inclined plane is a gentle slope. Ask any mountain climber whether it is easier to climb a 
mountain following a long path with lots of switchbacks or a short path straight up the side. 

A slope makes lifting easier, as it supports much of the weight of an object. A smaller force can 
then move it to the top of the slope. However, the work done is the same as if it were lifted 
straight up. 

In most machines that use the inclined plane, it is as a wedge acting as a sharp blade. The 
fishhook is a wedge, easy to force in through the fish but hard to pull out. 

Load 
Effort 

A Slope A Wedge 

Allen (Hex) Key 

Shifting Spanner 
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Examples 

Cylinder Lock  

The inclined planes on the 
key’s edge exactly line up the 
breaks in the pins with the 
edge of the cylinder, allowing 
the cylinder to turn. 

 

Screws 

The thread on a screw is an inclined plane 
wrapped around a thin cone. The length of 
the thread is the length of the slope. The 
screw moves its whole length into the wood, 
but this distance is much shorter than the 
length of the slope. 

Gear wheels and belts 
Gear wheels and wheels linked by belts transfer movement from where it is produced to where 
it is needed. Gears always touch and turn in opposite directions. Wheels linked by belts can be 
far apart and turn in the same direction. 

Because different-sized wheels turn at different speeds, gears and belts can change the speed, 
force and direction of a wheel’s rotation. 

Gears come in all shapes and sizes. Their teeth may be straight or curved and can be inclined at 
a variety of angles. However, there are only four basic types of gears. 

The brace and bit, like the lever 
screwdriver, uses a lever to make 
the inclined plane move into the 
wood more easily. 

 
Worm Gears 

 
Rack and Pinion 

The rack is the toothed 
bar; the pinion is the 

toothed wheel. 

 
Bevel Gears 

 
Spur Gears 

The direction 
(clockwise/anticlockwise) is 

reversed. The little wheel spins 
fastest. 
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A direct-drive belt. 

The wheels turn in the same direction. The smaller wheels turn 
faster. 

If the belt is crossed in a figure-of-8, it is an indirect drive and 
the spin direction is reversed. 

Cams and Cranks 

Cams are oval wheels that make a rod called the cam-follower go up and down at a certain 
moment of time: the moment the pointed part of the cam moves under it. Cams are often used 
for controlling processes (making sure things happen at the right time). 

Cranks have a wheel and a rod. They convert rotating motion into straight-line motion. Cranks 
can be driven by the wheel (making the rod move back and forth), or by the rod (making the 
wheel turn). 

Hydraulics 
If the pipes above are filled with oil, pushing on the large area will send the oil up a big distance 
in the thin tube. Similarly, if the water is pushed down the thin tube, the large platform will move 
up only a little distance. 

When big movements are converted to small movements, the force is made greater.  When 
small movements are converted to big movements, the force is made smaller but the thing moves 
faster.  Compare the system with the oil-filled tubes with these lever arrangements. 

Push! 

Push! 

The block on the left moves fast but it takes greater effort to make it move. 
The block on the right moves only a small distance, but it is easy to move a heavy 

block. 
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By comparing the distance the effort moves with the distance the load moves, you can find how 
many times your force has been multiplied.  By pumping oil into the large cylinder, a small hand 
pump can be used to lift a car.   

The hydraulic press was invented by the British engineer Joseph Bramah in 1796.  It can be 
used to generate very high pressures—sufficient to shape and stamp metals, or squeeze metals 
through holes (extruding metal). A hydraulic press generating 4 million kilograms weight is used 
to press whole aircraft panels into shape. 

 

 

The disc brake uses oil to push callipers together, squeezing the callipers against the spinning 
disk. Friction slows the wheel down. The drum brake has two brake shoes that are pushed 
outwards against the drum, also slowing the wheel down by friction. The important thing is that 
the force of the calliper against the disc, or the brake shoe against the drum, is very great. The 
driver pushed the brake pedal a long distance; the calliper or brake shoe moves a very short 
distance against the disc or drum, but with great strength. 
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Reciprocating Pump 

Notice the lever used to lift the piston in the cylinder of the lift pump. When the hand is pushed 
down, the piston is raised. This pulls water into the chamber below the piston. Then the hand is 
pulled upwards and the piston is forced down. This closes the lower valve and the water is 
brought into the upper chamber through the top valve. The next time the hand is pushed down 
and the piston raised the water in the top chamber is pushed out of the tap. 

Atmospheric pressure limits the height to which water can be raised to about 8 metres. 

The ram pump uses the flow of water in the creek or river itself to raise the water to a higher 
level. 

Ram Pump (photo J Broadfoot) 
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@ Activity 7. Common devices and simple machines 
Discuss and observe common devices that change the amount of movement and hence 
the amount of force.  Examples are swinging grass knives, pushing brooms, can openers 
and various types of tools, getting fingers caught in door and such unwelcome practices 
as swinging on chairs and bending back the covers of books.  Inspect the insides of a tape 
recorder for cams and cranks.  Remove a front tyre (using a jack—itself an interesting 
machine—and a wheel brace); observe the disk brake. Practise your diagram-making 
skills by making diagrams. Remember a diagram is a picture of an idea, and is not a 
drawing (a picture of an object).  Diagrams should be as simple, large and clear as 
possible.  Use symbols such as different-sized arrows to show movement and force. Label 
and caption where necessary.  An A4 page can be folded to make a small booklet, and an 
example entered on each page. 

Look inside a videocassette recorder—see the movements when a tape is inserted. 

Pulley, block and tackle 
A single pulley changes the direction of force needed to raise a load. The load and the effort 
move the same distance, so there is no mechanical advantage (i.e., no change in the size of the 
force). 

Passing the rope over two or more pulleys, however, allows you to move a heavier load over a 
shorter distance with the same effort. This is a compound pulley or block and tackle. 

The mechanical advantage is equal to the number of rope sections that shorten. (Don’t count the 

last rope over the fixed pulley, which only changes the direction of the force.) 

 

M.A. = 1 
M.A. = 2 

M.A. = 6 
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@ Activity 8.  
Rig up a chair or board to a block and tackle. You need a very long rope—remember, it 
has to go up and over the pulleys several times. Fasten the top pulleys to a tree branch or 
overhead beam. Fasten the bottom pulleys to the seat. Raise a person up to the tree 
branch.Remember that friction will reduce the effect of the pulleys, so some of the 
mechanical advantage is used to overcome the friction from the extra pulleys. 
 

Turn a bicycle upside down and explain how 
the gear system and chain work. 

 

 

Petrol and Diesel Engines 
The petrol engine was invented by Nikolaus August Otto. 
The diesel engine, which is similar but requires no spark 
plugs, was patented in 1892 by Rudolf Christian Karl 
Diesel. Both men were Germans. 

Internal Combustion Engines work by explosions of 
fuel and air in the cylinders. The pistons turn a 
crankshaft, which, like cranks, converts forward-
backward movement into rotation. 

 

The four strokes of a petrol engine are: 

1. Intake: air and vaporised petrol are pulled into the cylinder 

2. Compression: the cylinder head squeezes the fuel and air mixture (to 1/8 or 1/10 its 
volume—the more the better) 

3. Power: the spark plug ignites the mixture, which explodes and sends the piston down. 

4. Exhaust: the cylinder head moves back through the cylinder pushing out waste gases. 
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The two valves, intake and exhaust, are opened and closed at the right moments by the 
camshaft. (Cams make things happen at the right moment.)  

 

The four strokes in a diesel engine are: 

1. Suction: air is pulled into the cylinder. 

2. Compression: the air is squashed and in the process heats up to 400°C and is reduced in 
size to typically 1/14. When it is at its smallest volume, the fuel is injected and the high 
temperature ignites it immediately. 

3. Power: the explosion forces the piston down. 

4. Exhaust: the cylinder head moves back through the cylinder pushing out waste gases. 

 

Fuel is vaporised by the carburettor. It comes into the cylinders through the intake manifold. 
Exhaust gases are removed through the exhaust manifold. 

The spark plugs in all the cylinders take it in turns to receive their burst of electricity thanks to 
the distributor.  

Diesel engines use an oily fuel called diesoline. They are more efficient than petrol engines 
(typically 40% efficient for diesel and 20-25% efficient for petrol engines). Petrol engines turn 
the crankshaft at typically 2,500 to 5,000 revolutions per minute, while diesel engines turn 
slower at 100 to 750 rpm. Diesel engines have to be built stronger to withstand the higher 
compression ratio and temperature. 

A two-stroke engine (either petrol or diesel) does not have separate strokes for intake and 
exhaust. The valves are set in the side of the cylinder, and the moving piston uncovers the intake 
valve and exhaust valve during each up and down movement. Fuel/air enters at the end of the 
compression stroke, and the exhaust gases escape during the power stroke. 

@ Activity 9. Investigating everyday things 
Examine each of the following with regard to the stated physical concept or topic: 

Pressure: paper clip, press button telephone, handwriting, pin, cactus spines, bilum, knife and 
fork, volcano, piano keyboard, drinking straws, needle and thread, 
high-heeled shoes 

Energy: mousetrap, candle, television, toaster 

Force: wicket keeper’s glove, bicycle 

Density: hot air balloons, fish 

Machines: pocket knife, stapler, riveter 

Inclined Plane: wood planer, saw 
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Belt Drives and speed: cassette tape cassettes 

Lever: garden trowel, scissors, screwdriver, bones and muscles 

 

Measure how much the load moves with simple arrangements of single, double and triple 
pulleys and string. Use clamps and stands to hold the fixed pulleys, and attach the 
moveable pulleys to the load. Count the shortening strings to find the mechanical 
advantage, and check it by compare the weight of the load with the force shown on a 
spring balance placed where you pull the string. 

Hammer nails loosely through bottle tops to fix them to a block of wood. Get the serrated 
edges to mesh like the teeth of gear wheels. 

Lids can be nailed to wood in the same way, and with rubber bands to act as drive belts 
you can see how the movement is transmitted when one is turned. Cross the rubber bands 
to get an indirect drive; leave the rubber band uncrossed to demonstrate a direct drive.  
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3. The metric system 
Introduction 
There are three ways to refer to a million metres: 

1. Use the word ‘million’..............................1 million metres 

2. Use 6 zeros .............................................1 000 000 metres 

3. Use a prefix.............................................1 megametre (1 Mm) 

Similarly, there are three ways to refer to a millionth part of one metre: 

1. Use the word ‘millionth’ ...........................1 millionth of a metre 

2. Put it in the 6th decimal place ...................0.000 001 metres 

3. Use a prefix.............................................1 micrometre (1µm) 

Prefixes are very useful. They are very neat: we do not have to think of all those zeros. 

There are a few very strange ones: the distance to the most remote object yet observed (quasar 
PC1247+3406) is about 125 yottametres. Does that sound better than saying 125 followed by 
21 zeroes kilometres or 13.2 billion light years? The largest known galaxy, at the centre of the 
Abell 2029 cluster in Virgo, has a diameter of around 53 zettametres. “Zetta-” means 21 
zeroes. The Andromeda galaxy is 20 zettametres (Zm) distant, and the Magellanic clouds (two 
small galaxies near our Milky Way) are 1.5 Zm away. The hydrogen atom weighs 1.66 
yoctograms (yg). The Earth has a mass of 5977 yottagrams (Yg). And if you drink a half a glass 
of wine, you’re getting 1-followed-by-24-zeros of wine molecules, or 1 yottameasure! The 
radius of a proton is a femtometre, and a gamma ray from an excited atomic nucleus might have 
a frequency of 3 zettahertz. 

If you are interested in large numbers, ancient Indian writings contain descriptions of large stretches of 
time. One example is: “Imagine a stone, a cubic mile in size, a million times harder than diamond. Every 
million years a very holy man visits it to give it the lightest possible touch. The stone is in the end worn 
away. How many years would this take?” The answer is about 1-followed-by-35-zeros years. 

A googol is 1 followed by 100 zeros. There are three larger numbers that have been named: a googolplex 
is ten to the power of a googol. Skewes’s number is almost impossibly large to  describe. It appears in a 
branch of maths called number theory. The largest is Graham’s number, which is used in part of 
combination theory. It is so large that if all the material in the Universe were turned into writing materials it 
would not be enough to write the number down. 

Metric prefixes 
Spend a few minutes now to memorise the prefixes and their positions: 

1 000 000 000 000 . 000 000 000 001 

Tera Giga Mega Kilo milli micro nano pico 
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Sometimes hecto– is used for hundred (as in atmospheric pressure, which is often given in 
hectoPascals). Sometimes centi- is used for hundredth (as in centimetre). 

The words and symbols are as follows. 

T Tera 1 000 000 000 000 trillion 

G Giga 1 000 000 000 billion 

M Mega 1 000 000 million 

k Kilo 1 000 thousand 

    

m milli .001 thousandth 

µ micro .000 001 millionth 

n nano .000 000 001 billionth 

p pico .000 000 000 001 trillionth* 

 

Metric conversions 
To convert units, begin by removing the prefix. This puts the number into the base unit. 

Examples: 

Ø 1 Gigametre  = 1 000 000 000 metres ‘1’ in the ‘Giga’ place 

Ø 1 Megalitre  = 1 000 000 litres ‘1’ in the ‘Mega’ place 

Ø 1 kilogram  = 1 000 grams ‘1’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 4 kilograms  = 4 000 grams ‘4’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 43 kilograms  = 43 000 grams ‘43’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 432 kilograms  = 432 000 grams ‘432’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Examples with decimals: 

Ø 1.5 Gigametres  = 1 500 000 000 metres ‘1.5’ in the ‘Giga’ place 

Ø 1.6 Megalitres  = 1 600 000 litres ‘1.6’ in the ‘Mega’ place 

Ø 1.8 kilograms  = 1 800 grams ‘1.8’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 0.4 kilograms  = 0 400 grams ‘.4’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 0.043 kilograms  = 0 043 grams ‘0.043’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

Ø 43.21 kilograms  = 43,210 grams ‘43.21’ in the ‘kilo’ place 

                                                 
* one-thousandth of a “pico-” is a “femto-” and one-thousandth of a “femto-” is an “atto-” 
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Notice that 43.21 kilograms is mostly 43. The “.21” is a little bit more added on. Therefore, put 
43 in the kilo place and the “21” goes to the right of it. 

Examples with numbers smaller than 1: 

Ø 2 millimetres  = .002 metres ‘2’ in the ‘milli’ place 

Ø 24 millimetres  = .024 metres ‘24’ in the ‘milli’ place 

Ø 245 millimetres  = .245 metres ‘245’ in the ‘milli’ place 

Ø 4.5 milligrams  = .0045 grams ‘4’ in the ‘milli’ place 

Ø 36.78 milligrams  = .036 78 grams ‘36’ in the ‘milli’ place 

Ø 43.21 micrograms  = .000 043 21 grams ‘43’ in the ‘micro’ place 

Notice that 43.21 micrograms is mostly 43. The “.21” is a little bit more added on. Therefore, 
put 43 in the micro place and the “21” goes to the right of it. 

@ Check-up Questions 
1. Convert to base units: 

a.) 1 gigametre to metres 

b.) 1 megalitre to litres 

c.) 1 millimetre to metres 

d.) 1 nanometre to metres 

2. Convert 

a.) 25 megalitres to litres 

b.) 36 gigabytes to bytes (a ‘byte’ is a unit 
of computer memory; one byte stores 
1 letter or digit or typewriter symbol) 

c.) 6 gigabytes to bytes 

d.) 15 kilometres to metres 

3. Convert 

a.) 9 millimetres to metres 

b.) 458 micrometres to metres 

c.) 85 microns to metres (a ‘micron’ is 
another way to say ‘micrometre’) 

d.) 23 milligrams to grams 

4. Convert 

a.) kilograms to grams 

b.) 25.68 kilograms to grams 

c.) 184.25 megatonnes to tonnes 

5. Convert 

a.) 2.39 milligrams to grams 

b.) 0.5 millimetres to metres 

c.) 0.125 milliWatts to Watts 

d.) 15.025 milliAmps to Amps 
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You can then look at a special place in the number of grams, Watts, Amps, metres etc to 
convert to that place. For example, look at the ‘milli’ place to convert to milligrams. 

Examples: 

Ø 0.005 Amps  = 5 milliAmps There is a “5” in the ‘milli’ place. 

Ø 0.008 grams  = 8 milligrams There is an “8” in the ‘milli’ place. 

Ø 0.045 metres  = 45 millimetres There is “45” in the ‘milli’ place. 

Ø 0.123 litres  = 123 millilitres There is “123” in the ‘milli’ place. 

Ø 125 000 metres  = 125 kilometres There is “125” in the “kilo” place. 

Ø 42 000 000 volts  = 42 megaVolts There is “42” in the “Mega” place. 

Ø 12.345 grams  = 12,345 milligrams There is “12,345” in the “milli” place. 

Ø 12.345 000 grams  = 12,345,000 micrograms. 

(Notice in that last one that you may add as many zeros after the decimal point as you need to 
reach the micro place.) 

@ Check-up questions 
1. How many amps is 5 milliAmps? 

2. How many grams is 8 milligrams? 

3. How many millimetres are there in 4 metres? 

4. How many millimetres is 1.6 metres? 

5. Write 12 microseconds in seconds. 

6. How many litres in one thousand megalitres? 

7. Blue light has a wavelength of about 0.000 000 5 metres. What is that in micrometres? 

8. The frequency of red light is about 100 000 000 000 000 Hz. That’s the same as one 
hundred… what? 

9. Prof. Julius Sumner Miller used say he liked his lectures to go for about a microcentury. 
How many minutes is that? 

10. How many minutes in a kilosecond? 
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@ Further metric conversion problems 

Block A: 

1. 1 milliPascal Pascals 

2. 4 picoHenries Henries 

3. 3 MegaOhms Ohms 

4. 2 milliHertz Hertz 

5. 8 Gigabytes Bytes 

6. 9 picowatts Watts 

7. 3 Terawatts Watts 

8. 6 nanofarads Farads 

9. 3 Terabytes Bytes 

Block B: 

10.  95 Megatonnes Tonnes 

11.  82 millitonnes Tonnes 

12.  82 megaOhms Ohms 

13.  55 kilohertz Hertz 

14.  5 Terajoules Joules 

15.  93 picohertz Hertz 

16.  5 picowatts Watts 

17.  52 gigabytes Bytes 

18.  93 kilobarns Barns 

Block C: 

19.  8.7 nanofarads Farads 

20.  5.5 nanograms grams 

21.  8.4 Teratonnes tonnes 

22.  4.5 milliamps Amps 

23.  4.7 picojoules Joules 

24.  1.8 picotonnes tonnes 

25.  8.6 kilowatts Watts 

26.  8.6 nanotonnes tonnes 

27.  4.2 terabarns barns 
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Block D: 

28.  25.28 terafarads Farads 

29.  67.38 picograms grams 

30.  4.96 millivolts Volts 

31.  66.63 micorgrams grams 

32.  19.7 gigapascals Pascals 

33.  55.11 teratonnes tonnes 

34.  96.91 picograms grams 

35.  96.52 picoOhms Ohms 

36.  81.68 millivolts Volts 

Block E: 

37.  2 000 000 Farads 2 

38.  9 000 000 000 000 Bytes 9 

39.  4 000 000 Amps 4 

40.  2 000 Pascals 2 

41.  4 000 000 Volts 4 

42.  0.000 000 000 003 Watts 3 

43.  0.000 006 metres 6 

44.  6 000 000 Amps 6 

45.  1 000 000 000 Watts 1 

Block F: 

46.  0.000 000 000 082 Henries 82 

47.  64 000 000 Tolais 64 

48.  0.000 000 000 07 Joules 70 

49.  0.033 centuries 33 

50.  79 000 000 000 grams 79 

51.  7 000 000 Watts 7 

52.  39 000 000 000 000 Ohms 39 

53.  54 000 000 Amps 54 

54.  36 000 000 Pascals 36 
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Block G: 

55.  9 500 000 000 metres 9.5 

56.  3 200 000 Hertz 3.2 

57.  6 100 000 000 Amps 6.1 

58.  0.000 000 000 0093 Sepiks 9.3 

59.  1 200 000 000 000 Henries 1.2 

60.  9 500 000 000 Volts 9.5 

61.  0.0053 Amps 5.3 

62.  6 800 000 000 000 grams 6.8 

63.  0.0066 Pascals 6.6 

Block H: 

64.  0.000 0458 Watts 45.8 

65.  99 130 000 Wagaias 99.13 

66.  89 810 000 000 centuries 89.81 

67.  89 140 Joules 89.14 

68.  0.013 29 Barns 13.29 

69.  0.000 000 000 056 73 Joules 56.73 

70.  81 160 000 000 000 Volts 81.16 

71.  0.0106 tonnes 10.6 

72.  0.000 000 000 0081 grams 8.1 

Block I: 

73.  0.000 003 Farads millifarads 

74.  0.000 000 000 004 Amps nanoamps 

75.  0.000 000 008 metres micrometres (microns) 

76.  2000 tonnes gigatonnes 

77.  0.000 000 006 Amps microamps 

78.  3 000 000 Joules kilojoules 

79.  1 000 000 000 tonnes megatonnes 

80.  9 000 000 bytes kilobytes 

81.  3 000 000 000 Joules kilojoules 
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Block J: 

82.  71 000 000 000 Watts megawatts 

83.  0.000 000 000 037 Henries nanohenries 

84.  39 000 westerns milliwesterns 

85.  0.033 barns microbarns 

86.  44 000 000 000 tonnes kilotonnes 

87.  14 000 000 000 000 Amps megaAmps 

88.  0.000 000 048 Hertz microhertz 

89.  45 000 Hertz megahertz 

90.  0.000 065 morobes millimorobes 

Block K: 

91.  0.000 000 000 006 metres micrometres (microns) 

92.  4 700 000 000 000 grams gigagrams 

93.  0.000 000 000 002 barns microbarns 

94.  9800 centuries millicenturies 

95.  5 700 000 000 Farads kilofarads 

96.  0.000 000 000 008 Pascals micropascals 

97.  9 300 000 000 Hertz megahertz 

98.  0.000 000 0018 centuries picocenturies 

99.  0.0082 Amps milliamps 

Block L: 

100. 0.000 000 000 037 Amps microamps 

101. 66 800 000 000 Hertz terahertz 

102. 58 270 Volts megavolts 

103. 43 500 000 000 000 bytes megabytes 

104. 29 600 bytes gigabytes 

105. 21 600 000 000 centuries kilocenturies 

106. 93 200 000 000 Ohms teraohms 

107. 27 690 000 000 Volts kilovolts 

108. 16 950 Joules microjoules 
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Block M: 

109. 2 000 000 Farads 2 

110. 9 000 000 000 000 bytes 9 

111. 4 000 000 Amps 4 

112. 2 000 Pascals 2 

113. 4 000 000 Volts 4 

114. 0.000 000 000 003 Watts 3 

115. 0.000 006 slices 6 

116. 6 000 000 Amps 6 

117. 1 000 000 000 Watts 1 

Block N: 

118. 0.000 000 000 082 Henries 82 

119. 64 000 000 Loms 64 

120. 0.000 000 000 07 Joules 70 

121. 0.033 seconds 33 

122. 79 000 000 000 grams 79 

123. 7 000 000 Watts 7 

124. 39 000 000 000 000 Ohms 39 

125. 54 000 000 Amps 54 

126. 36 000 000 Pascals 36 

Block O: 

127. 9 500 000 000 metres 9.5 

128. 3 200 000 Hertz 3.2 

129. 6 100 000 000 Amps 6.1 

130. 0.000 000 000 0093 seconds 9.3 

131. 1 200 000 000 000 Henries 1.2 

132. 9 500 000 000 Volts 9.5 

133. 0.0053 Amps 5.3 

134. 6 800 000 000 000 grams 6.8 

135. 0.0066 Pascals 6.6 
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Block P: 

136. 0.000 045 8 Watts 45.8 

137. 99 130 000 seconds 99.13 

138. 89 810 000 000 centuries 89.81 

139. 89 140 Joules 89.14 

140. 0.013 29 barns 13.29 

141. 0.000 000 000 056 73 Joules 56.73 

142. 81 160 000 000 000 Volts 81.16 

143. 0.0106 tonnes 10.6 

144. 0.000 000 000 008 grams 8.1 

 


